Intrachanges as part of complex chromosome-type exchange aberrations.
The chromosome-type exchange aberrations induced by ionizing radiation during the G(0)/G(1) phase of the cell cycle are believed to be the result of illegitimate rejoining of chromosome breaks. From numerous studies using chromosome painting, it has emerged that even after a moderate dose of radiation, a substantial fraction of these exchanges is complex. Most of them are derived from the free interaction between the ends of three or more breaks. Other studies have demonstrated that chromosomes occupy distinct territories in the interphase nucleus. Since breaks that are in close proximity have an enhanced interaction probability, it seems likely that after ionizing radiation many of the interacting breaks will be present within one chromosome or chromosome arm. Unfortunately, the majority of these intrachanges remain undetected, even when sophisticated molecular cytogenetic detection methods (i.e. mFISH) are applied to paint all chromosome pairs in distinct colors. In the present paper, we evaluate the limitations of full-color painting for the detection of complex exchanges and the correct interpretations of break interactions.